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ABSTRACT 
Operator means are nonlinear matrix functions that arise in the study of the 
interconnection of n-ports (Hilbert ports). We survey some of the relations among 
operator means, shorted operators, Dini’s theorem, and norm convergence. Matrix 
valued functions are used to present new examples of many diverse convergence 
behaviors. We also give a new result on the geometric mean. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the role of algebras of matrix 
valued functions in the development of the theory of operator means. The 
beginning of the paper is a survey of known results; Section 3 consists 
primarily of new results and examples. 
Throughout this paper we shall write M,(d) for the algebra of all n by 
n matrices with entries from an algebra &. We shall be interested chiefly in 
two choices of &: 
(1) ti = C(X), the algebra (with pointwise operations) of all continuous 
complex valued functions on a compact HausdorfI space X, and 
(2) ti = a(Z), the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a com- 
plex Hilbert space 2. 
*This paper is an expanded version of “Operator means, norm convergence and matrix 
functions,” presented on 19 June 1989 at the International Symposium on the Mathematical 
Theory of Networks and Systems in Amsterdam. 
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The choice M = C(X), with X equal to the point compact&cation of the 
positive integers, played an implicit but pivotal role in [4]. As we shall show 
below, M,(C(X)) has continued to provide a testing ground and a ready 
source of theorems, examples, and counterexamples, many connected with 
norm convergence properties. The choice @(SF’) is an important tool in 
showing that the parallel sum and the shorted operator determine one 
another. 
In the next section we sketch the definition and basic properties of the 
shorted operator, the harmonic and geometric means, and the parallel sum. 
In the final section we give some examples which illustrate explicitly the use 
of matrix algebras to study these operations. Throughout this paper all 
algebras and all Hilbert spaces will be vector spaces over the field C of 
complex numbers, and all algebras will have identities, usually denoted by 1. 
We shall always regard M,(C(X)) as a complete normed algebra (in fact as a 
C*-algebra [El), equipped with the norm given by 
where the norm of a matrix f(r) is its norm when acting by matrix 
multiplication on the usual n-dimensional Hilbert space of column vectors. 
Note that convergence with respect to this norm is just uniform convergence 
on X, where M,(C(X)) is regarded in the obvious way as a space of 
continuous functions on X to M,(C). 
We shall have many occasions to use the following easy extension of 
Dini’s theorem. An element T of M,(C(X)) is positive if T(r) is a positive 
semidefinite matrix for each x in X. 
THEOREM (Dini). Let {Ak} be a monotone bounded net of positive 
elements of M,(C(X)). For each x in X, let A(x) denote the limit of A,(x), 
computed in the algebra M,(C) of all n by n matrices over the complex 
numbers. Then the net A, is norm convergent in M,(C(X)) if and only if 
A : X + M,(C) is a continuous function. 
REMARK. If p is a Radon measure on X, then M,(C(X)) acts by matrix 
multiplication on an n-fold copy of L”(X,pX and we may regard A as a 
function in the algebra M,(L”(X, CL)), whether or not A, is norm convergent. 
The function A (or, more precisely, the equivalence class of A) is then the 
ultraweak (i.e., weak*) limit of A, in M,(L”(X,p)) = M,,(L’(X, II))*. 
See [12]. 
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2 AN INTRODUCTION TO OPERATOR MEANS 
AND THE SHORTED OPERATOR 
Let A be an operator on a Hilbert space 2, with inner product (0, . ). 
We denote the range and null space of A by range(A) and ker(A) respec- 
tively. The operator A is termed positive if (AX, x) >, 0 for all x E &Y”. If A 
and B are self-adjoint operators with A - B positive, then we write A > B. 
This generates a partial order. If the operators A and B are positive, we 
define the parallel sum A : B of A and B by the formula 
A:B=$I{(A+EZ)-‘+(B+eZ)-‘)-I, 
where the above limit is in the strong operator topology. It can be shown (see 
Anderson and Trapp [4] or Fillmore and Williams [S]) that this strong 
operator limit exists and defines a positive operator. The following results, 
culled from [4], [8], and others, represent other equivalent definitions of the 
parallel sum: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A and B be positive operators on a Hilbert space SF. 
Then the parallel sum A : B is given by any of the following expressions: 
(a) A:B=lim,L,((A+eZ)-l+(B+.sZ)-l)-l= 
inf,,,{(A + &I)-’ +(B + EZ)-~}-~; 
(b) A:B=limEJ, A(A + B + &I)-‘B = inf,,,A(A + B + &I)-‘B; 
CC) (A:Bc,c)= inf,+,,,Ux,x)+(By, y)); 
(d) A:B=sup(XIX>Oand[A~x A$B]>~); 
(e) A : B = A”2C*DB”2, where C and D are the (unique) operators 
such that: 
(i) (A + B)‘12C = A1’2, 
(ii) (A + B)‘12D = A’12, 
(iii) range(C)crange((A + B)1’2) and ker(C)cker(A”2). 
(iv) range(D) Grange(( A + B)l”) and ker( D> c ker(BY2). 
A few comments about the above proposition are in order. The limits are 
all strong operator limits, but since they are limits of monotone nets (see 
Proposition 2 below), they could be replaced by weak operator limits, or even 
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ultraweak operator limits. It is not at all obvious that any of the above 
actually define a positive operator A : B. The problem with (a) and (b) is the 
existence of the (strong operator) limit. In (c) it is not clear that the function 
f(~)=inf~+,=,{(Ax,r)+(By,y)} is actually the quadratic form of an opera- 
tor. In (d) the supremum is taken with respect to the above partial order, 
which is not a lattice unless &yp is one dimensional. Therefore, to show that 
the expression in (d) is A : B requires first showing that the set 
A 20 
A+B I I 
has a supremum (which is actually a maximum). The existence of the 
operators C and D in (e) follows from a theorem of Crimmins (see Anderson 
and Trapp [4]) and a theorem of Douglas, Formulation (e) was the parallel 
sum formulation used by Fillmore and Williams [8]. 
The next proposition summarizes some of the basic properties of the 
parallel sum. The parallel sum is not an operator mean in the sense of [5], 
since A : A = A /2 f A. The proof of this proposition can be found in 
Anderson and Trapp [4]. Note that part e(g) implies that A : B = 0 if and only 
if range(A’/‘) nrange(B’/‘) = (0). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A and B be positive operators on a Hilbert space. 
Then the parallel sum A : B satisfies: 
(a) A : B is positive. 
(b) A:B= B:A. 
(c) Zf C is also positive, then (A : B) : C = A : (B : C). 
(d) A : B is monotone in A and B, i.e., zj’ A Q A’ and B < B’, then 
A:B<A’:B’. 
(e) Zf R is any operator, then R*(A : B)R d (R*AR):(R*BR), with equal- 
ity if R is invertible. 
(f) IfC and D are positiue, then (A:C)+(B: D)<(A + B):(C + D). 
(g) range((A: B)‘12) = range(A1’2)nrange(B”2). 
Twice the parallel sum is a special case of a more general operation 
termed an operator mean; see Ando [5]. Note that if A and B are scalars, 
then A : B is one-half the harmonic mean of A and B. We therefore define 
the harmonic mean of operators A and B as 2(A : B). Rather than consider 
operator means in general, we briefly mention the other operator mean 
which has proved useful in a wider variety of contexts, the geometric mean. 
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If A and B are invertible positive operators, then we define (see [S]) the 
geometric mean A#B of A and B by the formula 
A#B = A’/2(A-1/2BA-1/2)1’2A1/2. 
If A and B are not invertible, then it can be shown that the strong operator 
limit 
F$A+eZ)#(B+eZ) 
exists, and we use this to define the geometric mean for noninvertible A and 
B. Some analogues of Propositions 1 and 2 are true for the geometric mean: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A and B be positive operators on a Hilbert space J?. 
Then the geometric mean A#B satisfies: 
(a) A#B > 0. 
(b) A#B = B#A. 
(c) A#B is monotone in A and B, i.e., if A Q A’ and B < B’, then 
A#B < A’ : B’. 
(d) Zf R is any operator, then R*(A#B)R G (R*AR)#(R*BR), with 
equality if R is invertible. 
(e) Zf C and D are positive, then (A#C)+(B#D) < (A + B)#(C + 0). 
(f) range((A#B>‘i2) = range(A1/2)nrange(B’/2). 
REMARK. Another way of obtaining the geometric mean (see [S] or [3]) is 
to iterate the harmonic and arithmetic means, i.e., define A,, = A, B, = B, 
and, for n=O, 1, 2, 3 ,..., A,+,=(A,+B,)/2, B,+1=2(A,:B,). In this 
case we have A#B = lim A,, = lim B,. Moreover, the A,‘s converge mono- 
tonically downward to A#B, and the B,‘s converge monotonically upward to 
A#B. We shall return to this pair of iterations in the last section. 
The results in Propositions 1 and 2 can be found in Ando [S], Fujii [9], 
and Anderson, Morley, and Trapp [3]; see also the references in Trapp [14]. 




which holds for all positive operators A and B. See [S] for a proof. 
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Operator means are closely connected with shorted operators, or general- 
ized Schur complements. Let A be a positive operator on a complex Hilbert 
space %. Given a closed subspace 9, we may write 2? as the orthogonal 
direct sum 2 = 4@ 9 I. With respect to this decomposition we may write 
A as 
All Al, 
[ 1 4, A,, ’ 
with A,i:/+/, Ais:/‘+/, etc. If the operator As,:/’ +J1 
is invertible, then the shorted operator of A to 9 is defined to be the 
classical Schur complement: 
J(A) = A,, - A,,A,-,‘A,,. 
Even if A,, is not invertible, A,, + EZ is invertible for all E > 0. This allows 
us to define the shorted operator in general as the monotone strong operator 
limit 
A=( A) = !z (A,, - A,,( A,, + EZ) -lA,,}. 
It can be shown that this defines a positive linear operator /(A,, termed 
the shorted operator of A to 9; see Anderson and Trapp [4]. The name 
shorted operator comes from the fact that it gives the joint impedance of a 
resistive n-port (or Hilbert port), some of whose ports have been short 
circuited. Although 9(A) as defined above is an operator on 4, we shall 
often regard it, in the obvious way, as an operator on 2. Note that if A is a 
positive element of M,(C(X)), and if A,, is invertible in C(X), then we may 
define the shorted operator of A to its upper left hand corner in precisely the 
same way, even in the absence of a Hilbert space: /(A) = A,, - A,,A,-,‘A,,. 
For any positive A in M,(C(X)), we may then define the shorted operator of 
A as before: 
J(A) = !${A,,- A,,(A,,+sZ)-lA} 
provided that the pointwise limit of the net (A,, - A,,(A,, + EZ)-~A~~]~,~ 
lies in C(X). By Dini’s theorem, this limit lies in C(X) if and only if 
A,, - A,,(A,, + sZ)-‘A,, is norm convergent in C(X). 
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See Trapp [14] for another survey of operator means and shorted opera- 
tors. For related papers on operator means, we refer the reader to [l, 2, 7, 8, 
131. 
The parallel sum and shorted operator are intimately related, and in fact 
determine one another (see [l] and [4]): if B has closed range 9, then 
9(A) is the monotone norm limit (as n tends to +m) of the sequence 
{A: nB)}, i.e., 
/(A) = lim (A:&). 
n-m 
On the other hand, if A and B are positive, then the parallel sum A : B is the 
shorted operator to the subspace X@{O} of the following operator defined 
on X@Z: 
A A 1 A A+B’ 
Moreover, by an integral representation theorem of Ando [5], every operator 
mean A 0 B (including the geometric mean) can be recovered from weighted 
parallel sums and an appropriate measure: 
for some Radon measure CL. This allows us in principle to extend some of the 
above results to the general operator mean. 
REMARKS ON NETWORK THEORY: The name parallel sum comes from the 
fact that A : B is the joint impedance of two resistive n-ports (or Hilbert 
ports) connected together in parallel. The name geometric mean comes from 
the fact that if A and B commute, then A#B = m Note however that the 
geometric mean cannot be derived from the interconnection of finitely many 
circuit elements, as the geometric mean of rational functions need not be 
rational, while the joint impedance of a finite LRC circuit (of l-ports) is 
rational [ 151. 
3. C*-REPRESENTATIONS, OPERATOR MEANS 
AND DINI’S THEOREM 
To illustrate properties of operator means, particularly properties which 
involve norm convergence, we shall want to allow algebras of matrix valued 
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functions to act on various Hilbert spaces of functions. As a brief paradigm of 
what we have in mind, we quote here an example constructed by W. N. 
Anderson, which appeared in a joint paper [4] with G. E. Trapp. Let (A(i)] 
and {B(i)} be the sequences defined by 
and let A and B denote the block diagonal matrices formed from the A(i)‘s 
and the B(iYs in the usual way. Thus A and B operate (by matrix multiplica- 
tion) on the 12-sum of countably many copies of C2. By a direct calculation, 
the parallel sum of A and B is zero, so the parallel sum of A + .sZ and B + EZ 
converges to zero in the strong operator topology. However, 
\\(A+Ez):(B+E~)~~~ forall .5>0, 
so that (A + eZ):(B+ EZ) fails to converge in norm. Since limiA(i)= 
lim, B(i) = B(l), we may regard A and B as elements of M,(C(N,)), where 
N, denotes the one point compactification of the positive integers. Note that 
A(i): B(i) = 0 for all i E N, yet A(w): B(m) = B(l)/2 # 0. A moment’s reflec- 
tion on Dini’s theorem (see Section 1) shows that the failure of the net 
{(A + EZ):(B + EZ)}~>~ to converge in norm can be traced directly to this 
discontinuity at +m in the pointwise limit of {(A + &Z):(B + &I))}, , o. It is 
not difficult to show that for the same reasons, the geometric means of 
A + EZ and B + EZ also fail to converge in norm as E > 0 tends down to zero, 
even though (A + cZ)#(B + EZ) converges to A#B in the strong operator 
topology. (In the original discussion by Anderson and Trapp [4], this example 
was used in a similar way to show analogous results about the shorted 
operator.) 
Observe that when we consider matrices with functional elements, it is 
important to distinguish between two related constructs: 
(1) The function which sends x into the parallel sum of the operators 
A(x) and B(x). It may happen that this function is continuous, in which case 
it is actually in M,(C(X)). 
(2) The parallel of A and B, computed by considering the functions A( *) 
and B(e) in M,(C(X)) as operators acting on some Hilbert space. It may 
happen that the resulting operator can be expressed as a matrix with 
functional elements acting on the same Hilbert space. If these functional 
elements are continuous on X, then we may regard the result as being in 
M,@(X)). 
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These two constructs need not be the same. It turns out that they agree, by 
Dini’s theorem, if both produce elements of M,(C(X)). Similar remarks apply 
with shorted operators or with geometric means in place of parallel sums. 
A somewhat simpler version of Anderson’s example can be obtained by 
replacing N, with the closed unit interval [0, l] and the reciprocal of i with 
t; we then take 
A,(t) = : t: ) 
[ 1 
B,(t)=[; ;I. 
We may then let A, and B, act by matrix multiplication on a twofold COPY of 
L2[0, 11. For each t > 0, range(A,(t))nrange(B,(t))= (01. By part (g> of 
Proposition 2, we therefore have A,(t): B,(t) = 0 for t > 0. Direct computa- 
tion shows that A,(O): B,(O) = iB,(O) # 0. Thus the function which carries t 
in [O,l] to [A,(t)+sZ]:[Bi(t)+.sZ] is not continuous at zero. Dini’s theorem 
implies once again that the operators (A + EZ) : (B + &I) fail to converge in 
norm in M,(C[O, 11)). To see what is going on in general we recall the 
following result from [lo]: 
THEOREM 1. Let A and B be elements of a F-algebra ~2. Then the 
following are equivalent (see [12] for terminology): 
(i) (A + eZ):(B + eZ) converges in norm to A : B. 
(ii) &A : B) = r(A): r(B) f or all representations ?T of the C*-alge- 
bra ~2. 
(iii) 7r(A: B) = r(A): r(B) fm th e universal representation 3r of GJ. 
Two operators A and B satisfying the equivalent conditions of the above 
theorem are called unifwmly and universally parallelizable [lo]. These 
conditions say that the calculation of the parallel sum of A and B is 
independent of representation. Indeed, in this case, the calculation depends 
only on the *-algebraic structure of ti, since injective representations of 
C*-algebras are necessarily isometric [12]. 
Observe that in the example worked out just before Theorem 1, we 
showed that A, and B, are not uniformly and universally parallelizable. 
If A and B are positive elements of a(%), and if the range of A + B is 
closed, or if the range of A is contained in the range of A + B, then A and B 
are uniformly and universally parallelizable. (See [lo] and [13].) If the ranges 
of A and B are closed, then all these conditions are equivalent [lo]. 
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By combining Theorem 1 and the version of Dini’s theorem from Section 
1 we have: 
THEOREM 2. Let A and B be operators in M,(C(X)), where X is 
compact. Then A and B are unijkmly and universally parallelizable if and 
only if the pointwise limit of [A(t)+ el]: [ B(t)+ eZ] is continuous. 
Let us now consider some further examples in view of Theorem 2. Let 
and B,(t)= i i , 
[ 1 
As(t) = 9 t”2 [ 1 and B3(t)= i i [ 1 
Computing, we see that A,(t): B,(t)= 0 for all t, and thus A, and B, are 
uniformly and universally parallelizable. Note however that if we let 
M,,(C(X)) act on L’[O, l] CD L’[O, 11, and set E, equal to the range projection 
of A,, and Fk equal to the range projection of B,, then E,(t) = t-’ A(t) and 
Fk = B,. Computing, we get that the pointwise limit of [ E,(t)+ EZ]:[ F,(t)+ 
&I] is zero when t z 0, and is nonzero when t = 0. On the other hand, using 
Theorem 2 it is not diffkult to see that A, and B, are not uniformly and 
universally parallelizable, but E, and F3 are. It follows that the uniform and 
universal parallelizability of A and B is neither necessary nor suffkient for 
that of their range projections. The operators A, and B, can also be used to 
show (see [ll]) that uniform and universal parallelizability does not imply the 
containment of range(A) or range(B) in range(A + B). Indeed, 
Ap(t)+Bz(t)=-& 
so range(A, + B,) contains [I i if and only if for some L2[0, l] functions l( -) 
and r&* ) we have 
(1+t+t2)[(t)+t2q(t)=(1+t2)x(t) a.e. 
and 
t21( t) + t3T( t) = 0 a.e. 
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If these last two equations hold, it then follows that 5 = x in L2[0, 11. But this 
implies that q(t) = - f(t)/ t = - x(t)/ t lies in L2[0, 11. Since 
H 
i lies in 
that range of B,, but - l/t CZ L2[0, 11, the range of B, is not contained in the 
range of A, + B,. By a result of M. Khadivi [13], it follows from this that the 
range of A, is not contained in the range of A, + B,. 
We conclude with a new result on the geometric mean. This result 
sharpens a result from [lo]. 
THEOREM 3. Let A and B be positive operators on a Hilbert space. As 
before, we define A, = A, B, = B, and iterate: A,+1 = (A, + B,)/2, B,+l = 
2( A,, : B,). Then rangeAt12) = range A;12) and range( Bj/“> = range( B,!‘“) 
for all i and j > 1. Zf, in addition, the range of A + B is closed, then 
range(A,l = range(A, + B,) = range(A + B) for all n > 0. In particular, if 
range(A + B) is closed, then A,, and B, are uniformly and universally 
parallelizable for all n, and thus A#B is the norm limit of (A + eZ)#(B + &I). 
Outline of Proof. Using Crimmins’s theorem [4], Douglas’s theorem (see 
for example LB]), and various properties of the range of sums and parallel 
sums (see [4]), we compute 
range(AisY2) = range((Ai + B,)“2) 
= range( A\12) + range( B:12) 
= range( Ab/“) + range( BA’“) + range( Bi12) 
= range( Ab/“) + range( BA12) + [range( Ay2) n range( BA’“)] 
= range( A:‘“) + range( Bh12) 
= range(( A, + B,) 1’2) 
= range( Aii12). 
If rangecAr) is closed, then range(A,) = range(A’,/2), so rangecAy = 
range(A’,/2) is closed. But the range of a positive operator C is closed if and 
only if range(C ‘I21 is closed, so it follows that the range of A, is closed. Now 
use induction. The proof for the B’s is similar. n 
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For example, let A be multiplication by x on L&O, 11, and let B be 
multiplication by 1 (i.e., the identity). Then A,, does not have closed range, 
but each Aj for i > 0 is invertible. On the other hand, B, is invertible, but Bi 
has nonclosed range for i > 0. The geometric mean A#B is multiplication by 
&, which also has nonclosed range. 
REMARK. It can be easily shown that range(BA/‘) stabilizes at 
range((A#B>‘/‘>, while the range of A, ‘I2 stabilizes at range((A + B)“‘). 
REMARK. The analogue of Theorem 3 also holds for the iteration consid- 
ered in [3] and [9] (see also other references in [14]). This iteration is A,, = A, 
B,= B and A,+1 = (A, + &j/2, B,+l = A,#B,. The common limit of this 
iteration is called the Gaussian mean or the arithmetic-geometric mean. 
Suppose now that A and B are positive elements of M,(C(X)), and that 
M,,(C(X)) acts faithfully on a Hilbert space 2, i.e., that there exists an 
injective identity preserving representation 7r of M,(C(X)) into the bounded 
linear operators on GY. Then the spectra of A + B and &A) + r(B) coin- 
cide, and r(A)+ T(B) has closed range if and only if sp(A + B) \ (0) is 
compact. It follows that if sp(A + B)\{O} is compact, then the iterated 
means of Theorem 3 remain in M,(C(X)) and converge in norm. Clearly this 
is the case if, for example, each of the sets 
{tEX:rank(A(t)+B(t))=k} 
is compact, where k = 1,2,. . . , n. 
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